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Alamo: Remember the Alamo 2001-03-01 original documents time lines and letters present the facts about the battles heroes and causes surrounding the fight for texas independence a host of fun and challenging
activities reinforce key terms provide context and explore contemporary relevance
The Alamo Wing 1981 if everyone was killed inside the alamo how do we know what happened this surprisingly simple question was the genesis for todd hansen s compendium of source material on the subject
the alamo reader utilising obscure and rare sources along with key documents never before published hansen carefully balances the accounts against one another culminating in the definitive resource for alamo
history
The Alamo Reader 2003 reprint of the original first published in 1882
The Alamo City Guide. San Antonio, Texas 2024-04-07 after two short weeks under siege the climactic battle of the alamo lasted under an hour but its aftermath spawned a legend the alamo a cultural history
explores the transformation of the fort from its 1718 inception as a franciscan mission to its current status as a tourist attraction historical monument and international symbol of freedom
The Alamo 2001-11-01 eyewitness to the alamo is the actual account of the siege and battle of the alamo by those who were present during the attack this book is the first complete accounting of the battle of the
alamo by one of our country s foremost authorities on the event
Eyewitness to the Alamo 2017-02-15 the award winning historian provides a provocative new analysis of the battle of the alamo including new information on the fate of davy crockett contrary to legend we now
know that the defenders of the alamo during the texan revolution died in a merciless predawn attack by mexican soldiers with extensive research into recently discovered mexican accounts as well as forensic
evidence historian phillip tucker sheds new light on the famous battle contending that the traditional myth is even more off base than we thought in a startling revelation tucker uncovers that the primary fights
took place on the plain outside the fort while a number of the alamo s defenders hung on inside most died while attempting to escape capt dickinson with cannon atop the chapel fired repeatedly into the throng of
enemy cavalry until he was finally cut down the controversy surrounding davy crockett still remains though the recently authenticated diary of the mexican col josé enrique de la peña offers evidence that he
surrendered notoriously mexican pres gen antonio lópez de santa anna burned the bodies of the texans who had dared stand against him as this book proves in thorough detail the funeral pyres were well outside the
fort that is where the two separate groups of escapees fell on the plain rather than in the alamo itself
Exodus from the Alamo 2010-03-15 first published in 2000 j r edmondson s the alamo story from early history to current conflicts thoroughly examines the famous shrine of texas liberty from its origin as a spanish
new world mission to its modern status it has been lauded as the best and most readable of all historical accounts devoted to the legendary mission fortress the original edition has been celebrated for over twenty
years for its comprehensive approach to alamo scholarship and for presenting the famous battle in the context of both american and mexican history this second edition of the alamo story includes new information
about the battle and those involved including expanded stories on the roles of minorities and some illustrations by noted artist mark lemon the book also features a new chapter on benjamin rush milam s assault on
san antonio with only three hundred texians the battle that set the stage for the siege of the alamo less than three months later and there is an extensive epilogue on the present day conflicts about the physical alamo
compound as historic preservationists clash with political and popular opinions in san antonio
The Alamo Story 2022-07-15 john rees soldier and freedom fighter was a shadowy figure who surfaced during two crucial nineteenth century revolts and then disappeared from history for the first time author
john humphries reveals the fate of the man first mentioned as a member of the new orleans greys who fought for texan independence at the alamo and narrowly escaped execution at the goliad mission later rees
was one of the main agitators in the doomed welsh chartist movement twenty two men died during the chartist attack upon the westgate hotel when a detachment from the 45th regiment of foot hidden behind
the hotel s shuttered windows discharged their muskets into the crowd for waging war against the monarch thirteen of the chartist leaders were indicted for high treason in the last great show trial in british legal
history while rees escaped back to the american west rees spectacular journey from the bloodied sands of texas to the last armed uprising on british soil is only one of the stories told in this book
The Man from the Alamo 2005-11-30 this study explores the multiple histories and mythologies of san antonio s famous spanish mission and texas revolution battle site the alamo mission still evokes tremendous
feeling among many americans and especially among texans for anglo texans it is the cradle of texas liberty and a symbol of western expansion but hispanic texans increasingly view the alamo as a stolen symbol its
origin as a spanish mission forgotten its famous defeat used to rob hispanics of their place in texas history in this study holly beachley brear explores what the alamo means to the numerous groups that lay claim to its
heritage brear shows how and why alamo myths often diverge from the historical facts she decodes the agendas of various groups including the daughters of the republic of texas who maintain the site the order of
the alamo the texas cavaliers and lulac she also probes attempts by individuals and groups to rewrite the alamo myth to include more positive roles for themselves with new perspectives on all the sacred icons of the
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alamo and the fiesta that celebrates one version of its history each year inherit the alamo challenges stereotypes and offers a new understanding of the alamo s ongoing role in shaping texas and american history and
mythology
Inherit the Alamo 2010-06-28 this study examines the american mythology surrounding the alamo and its influence on cultural identity historical memory and ethnic relations over nearly two centuries the
mexican victory over an outnumbered band of alamo defenders has been transformed into an american victory for the love of liberty through a metamorphosis of memory and mythology the alamo became a master
symbol in texan and american culture in remembering the alamo richard flores examines how this transformation helped to shape social economic and political relations between anglo and mexican texans from the
late nineteenth to the mid twentieth centuries flores looks at how heritage society members and political leaders sought to define the alamo and how their attempts reflected struggles within texas society over the
place and status of anglos and mexicans flores also explores how alamo movies and the transformation of davy crockett into a hero martyr have advanced deeply racialized ambiguous and even invented
understandings of the past
Remembering the Alamo 2010-01-01 companion teacher s guide to the mystery of the alamo ghost
The Mystery of the Alamo Ghost Teacher's Guide 2003-06-01 last stands from the alamo to benghazi examines how filmmakers teach americans about the country s military past examining twenty three
representative war films and locating them in their cultural and military landscape the authors argue that hollywood s view of american military history has evolved in two phases the first phase extending from
the very beginnings of filmmaking to the korean war projected an essential patriotic triumphalism the second phase from the korean and vietnam wars to the present reflects a retreat from consensus and reflexive
patriotism in describing these phases the authors address recurring themes such as the experience of war and combat the image of the american war hero race gender national myths and more with helpful film
commentaries that extend the discussion through popular movie narratives this book is essential for anyone interested in american military and film history
Last Stands from the Alamo to Benghazi 2016-12-08 never wavering in its search for the bedrock of fact this book is a methodical piece by piece dismantling of what we thought we knew and a convincing
speculation about what might have really happened during that courageous fight for independence
Alamo Traces 2003-02-28 in one of very few balanced accounts of texas s epic struggle for independence from mexico albert nofi provides a splendid chronicle of the events and personalities of the war he includes
readable and accessible maps of military movements and a strategic and tactical analysis of each battle addressing the extraordinary number of myths that the alamo has engendered and exposing the truth about a
conflict that has taken on legendary proportions
The Alamo And The Texas War For Independence 2009-03-25 the texan scouts the story of the alamo and goliad is the second novel in joseph a altsheler s the texan series each novel in the series is a stand alone
story but all three are set to the common backdrop of the texan struggle for freedom from mexico an exciting story of great events and heroism the texan scouts is highly recommended for fans and collectors of
classic western fiction joseph alexander altsheler 1862 1919 was an american journalist editor and author famous for his of popular historical fiction aimed at children altsheler wrote a total of fifty one novels during
his life as well as over fifty short stories other notable works by this author include the sun of saratoga a romance of burgoyne s surrender 1897 and in circling camps a romance of the civil war 1900 many vintage
books such as this are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive we are republishing this volume now in an affordable modern high quality edition complete with a specially commissioned new introduction and
biography of the author this book was first published in 1913
The Texan Scouts - A Story of the Alamo and Goliad 2017-07-18 in early 1836 trouble broke out in texas texas was part of mexico yet many of its settlers wanted to fight for independence mexican general santa
anna and his army came to battle the texans in san antonio at the alamo eight year old enrique esparza witnessed the battle his father was a soldier with the texas army the whole esparza family had taken shelter at
the alamo but they knew it might be dangerous would they survive in the back of this book you ll find a script and instructions for putting on a reader s theater performance of this adventure at our companion
website historyspeaksbooks com you can download additional copies of the script plus sound effects background images and more ideas that will help make your reader s theater performance a success
Enrique Esparza and the Battle of the Alamo 2010-08-01 discusses how in 1836 a small group of defenders at the alamo fought to the death against thousands of mexican soldiers during the texas revolution
The Alamo 2009 this book is divided into two parts part 1 uses the first three chapters to examine 1821 taking stock of the multiple changes underway at independence the chapters set up three social worlds
coexisting in the region and affecting the development of the others part 2 follows the development of ethnicity and nationalism through texas secessi
Beyond the Alamo 2008 in 1836 a small group of rebels inside the alamo stood up against a mexican army the rebels including davey crockett jim bowie and william travis were fighting for texas independence
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would you or would you not join the rebels what would your readers do
The Alamo 2014-07-01 harold evans a stable boy at the alamo is fighting alongside other texians for independence from mexico as the enemy attacks the fort harold comes face to face with general santa anna what
will the mexican leader do union sailor will randall and confederate seaman eli reynolds are engaged in battle whose ironclad the north s or the south s will be the victor read these stories to find out
Stable Boy at the Alamo, Monitor Vs. Merrimack Clash of the Ironclads 2011 by 1900 the tale of the 300 texians who died in the 1836 battle of the alamo had already become legend but to corporate interests in the
growing city of san antonio the land where that blood was shed was merely a desirable plot of land across the street from new restaurants and hotels with only a few remaining crumbling buildings to tell the tale
when two women adina emilia de zavala the granddaughter of the first vice president of the texas republic and clara driscoll the daughter of one of texas s most prominent ranch families and first bankers learned of
the plans they hatched a plan to preserve the site and in doing so they reinvigorated both the legend and lore of the alamo and cemented the site s status as hallowed ground these two strong willed pioneering
women were very different but the story of how they banded together and how the alamo became what it is today despite those differences is compelling reading for those interested in texas history and texas s
larger than life personality
The Second Battle of the Alamo 2020-01-10 did the famous davy crockett surrender at the alamo or die fighting like a tiger according to texas tradition did sam houston lie when he said he ordered james bowie to
blow up the alamo what happened to james c neill the real commander of the alamo you be the judge after years of researching all available alamo records including primary letters and accounts by participants
government documents from the period newspaper articles diary entries and even receipts wallace o chariton has answered these and many more of the perplexing alamo questions no punches are pulled in this
hard hitting investigation some of the answers presented may excite your patriotic yearnings other more controversial answers may ignite your historical anger in either event some new light has been cast onto a
few of the shadows of the alamo legends
Exploring Alamo Legends 1992-05-01 originally published in 1917 by adina de zavala this volume reconstructs the history of the alamo back to pre colonial times its importance lies not only in its portrayal of texasÍ
history as a product of native american spanish mexican and anglo american contributions but also in its focus on the role of texas women and texas mexicans in shaping the historical record at a time when texas
mexican women held little influence de zavala attempted to rewrite the way texas history was written and constructed this milestone literary work includes historical maps plates diary accounts and other records
Remember the Alamo 1888 relates the experiences of the texas woman who along with her baby survived the 1836 massacre at the alamo
History and Legends of the Alamo and Other Missions in and Around San Antonio 1996-01-01 the story the setting is the lavish reception room of the new multi million dollar alamo theatre a regional theatre
complex that has grown from a small operation in a converted church to one of the glories of texas culture as the action begins w
Susanna of the Alamo 1986 on march 6 1836 the alamo fell after a thirteen day siege by general antonio lópez de santa anna and his mexican army the fall of the mission ranks as one of the most recognizable events
in american history rendezvous at the alamo presents capsule biographies of three prominent historical figures at the alamo jim bowie william barret travis and davy crockett using diaries personal letters eyewitness
accounts and a wealth of secondary souce material virgil e baugh describes the varied lives of the three and shows how each ended up at the alamo in spite of their fame all three men had been dogged by
frustration and failure but in death their immortality was insured
The Story of the Alamo 1897 san antonio texas february 1836 it was a place and time marked by fate and the gathering point of men cursed by destiny as the mexican army entered the city a small but determined
collection of farmers lawyers frontiersmen blacksmiths all considering themselves texians took on the collar of citizen soldier and retreated inside a crumbling adobe mission called the alamo though well armed the
position was horribly under manned under the command of a young cavalryman named william travis and frontier legends jim bowie and david crockett the siege and subsequent fall of the alamo laid the
foundations to one of american history s most enduring legends escape back in time more than a century and a half to a place of courage and sacrifice of valor and victory bitter defeat and brutal death join an epic
battle in a place where history myth fact and folklore culminate into one of the greatest dramas in history
Ladies at the Alamo 1977 interpreting the famous siege and battle that has inspired art for more than 170 years this unique resource traces the musical history of the alamo and offers the only complete discography
and list of songs about the legendary battle chapters cover the many and varied musical interpretations of the alamo and its heroes illuminating various periods of american musical history throughout from
nineteenth century folk ballads minstrel show tunes and orchestral marches to recent pop chart hits children s songs theatrical productions and big screen film scores all are gathered in this complete compendium
helping to remember the alamo also included is a thirty minute audio cd of music representative of the alamo
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Rendezvous at the Alamo 1985-06-01 he was the commander who led a rag tag army of freedom fighters bent on defending liberty in a battle for texas independence at the alamo in 1836 but as he sees the memory
of his ghost confronted by hordes of haphazard historians bent on his destruction william barret buck travis finds himself and everything he stood for under fire through some freakish fracture in time he is
transformed into modern day san antonio to face a revisionist future that questions both his mission and motives for leading the battle that cost all who fought in it their lives can lori a fair minded beauty and self
driven historian and reenactor help him navigate past forces set on destroying his legacy even as he tumbles headlong between historic past and uncharted future triggered unwittingly by the drop of a hat or
ringing of a re enactor s musket victory or death alamo reprise is a taut historical fantasy from the creative mind of edith elizabeth pollitz that explores the relevancy of what transpired during the famous battle for
texas in 1836 through the eyes of today s revisionist culture can travis withstand the scathing scrutiny that confronts him or are he and those who fought under his command to be buried unceremoniously in the
annals of history by the very descendants of those for whom they fought and died the line is drawn victory or death awaits ned anthony huthmacher author of the alamo novel one domingo morning and moderator
for the john wayne the alamo forum
The Capture of the Alamo 1886 in this literary novel set in nineteenth century texas a tejana lesbian cowgirl embarks on an adventure after the fall of the alamo micaela campos witnesses the violence against
mexicans african americans and indigenous peoples after the infamous battles of the alamo and of san jacinto both in 1836 resisting an easy opposition between good versus evil and brown versus white characters the
novel also features micaela s mexican anglo cousin who assists and hinders her progress micaela s travels give us a new portrayal of the american west populated by people of mixed races who are vexed by the
collision of cultures and politics ultimately micaela s journey and her romance with a black american indian woman teach her that there are no easy solutions to the injustices that birthed the texas republic this
novel is an intervention in queer history and fiction with its love story between two women of color in mid nineteenth century texas pérez also shows how a colonial past still haunts our nation s imagination the
battles of the alamo and san jacinto offered freedom and liberty to texans but what is often erased from the story is that common people who were mexican indian and black did not necessarily benefit from the
influx of so many anglo immigrants to texas the social themes and identity issues that pérez explores political climate debates over immigration and historical revision of the american west are current today pérez s
sparse clean writing style is a blend of cormac mccarthy carson mccullers and annie proulx this makes for a quick and engrossing reading experience as the narrative has a fluid quality about it alicia gaspar de alba
professor and chair of chicana and chicano studies university of california los angeles and author of sor juana s second dream riveting emma pérez captures well the violence and the chaos of the southwest
borderlands during the time of territorial and international disputes in the 1800s perez vividly depicts the conflicts between nations with the authority of a historian and with language belonging to a poet a fine fine
read helena maria viramontes author of their dogs came with them pérez s new novel powerfully presents a revenge tale from an unusual point of view that of a displaced chicana in 1836 texas the writing is sharp
and clever the dialogue is realistic lambda literary lambda award finalist filled with lush beauty harshness and horrifying brutality this is one of those books in which you just know what s going to happen at the
end but you re wrong the gay lesbian review
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